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Subject:

Analysis of IR No. 1162-2014: Approving the Suffolk County Superior
Officers Association Contract for 2011-2018

On February 7, 2014, the County Executive and the Superior Officers Association (SOA) signed a
stipulation of agreement for a new labor contract for the period of January 1, 2011 to December 31,
2018. The purpose of this memo is to provide the Legislature with an analysis of that agreement.
Accompanying this memo you will also find a copy of the companion Introductory Resolution No. 1162
of 2014, followed by the actual SOA agreement, and the County Executive’s fiscal impact statement.
The following table summarizes our findings. It should be noted that we calculate the impact of only
those items that have a fiscal impact which can be quantified. Through 2018, the length of the contract,
we estimate the cost to be $55.4 million, of which $12.2 million is attributed to the General Fund and
$43.2 million to the Police District. A more detailed discussion of each item follows. Before proceeding
we should point out that one concern with our fiscal impact is that it does not include estimates of
deferrals that represent increased compensation beyond the term of the contract. The difficulty in
calculating these future expenses is the problem of setting a baseline for the next contract beyond 2018.
In comparison, the County Executive’s fiscal impact estimated a cost of $72.3 million, $16.9 million more
than our projection. Our analysis provides detail on how calculations were made. It would be difficult
to compare our methodology and differences to that of the Executive’s, since their fiscal impact did not
provide the detail necessary to make such a comparison.
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Fiscal Impact of the Superior Officers Association (SOA) Agreement
General Fund
2011-13

2014

2015

Wages

$0

$493,105

$1,605,429

Benefit Fund

$0

$5,696

$12,029

Deferrals

$0

-$749,549

-$797,597

Longevity

$0

$46,640

$46,640

Retirement

$0

$0

-$60,109

Total General Fund

$0

-$204,108

$806,392

2016
$2,715,954

2017

2018

Total

$3,493,099

$4,319,536

$12,627,123

$21,377

$24,653

$24,653

$88,408

-$836,035

-$565,488

$0

-$2,948,669

$232,760

$232,760

$232,760

$791,560

$240,534

$584,156

$858,041

$1,589,271

$2,374,590

$3,769,180

$5,434,990

$12,181,044

Police District
2011-13

2014

2015

$1,748,283

$5,691,974

2016

2017

$9,629,292 $12,384,625

2018

Total

Wages

$0

$15,314,718

$44,768,892

Benefit Fund

$0

$20,194

$42,647

$75,792

$87,407

$87,407

$313,446

Deferrals

$0

-$2,657,491

-$2,827,843

-$2,964,125

-$2,004,912

$0

-$10,454,371

Longevity

$0

$165,360

$165,360

$825,240

$825,240

$825,240

$2,806,440

Retirement

$0

$0

-$213,113

$852,802

$2,071,098

$3,098,170

$5,690,306

Total Police District

$0

-$723,655

$2,859,025

$8,419,000 $13,363,458

$19,325,534

$43,243,363

Combined General Fund and Police District
2011-13

2014

2015

$2,241,388

$7,297,403

2016

2017

$12,345,246 $15,877,725

2018

Total

Wages

$0

$19,634,254

$57,396,015

Benefit Fund

$0

$25,890

$54,675

$97,169

$112,060

$112,060

$401,854

Deferrals

$0

-$3,407,040

-$3,625,440

-$3,800,160

-$2,570,400

$0

-$13,403,040

Longevity

$0

$212,000

$212,000

$1,058,000

$1,058,000

$1,058,000

$3,598,000

Retirement

$0

$0

-$273,221

$1,093,336

$2,655,253

$3,956,210

$7,431,578

$0

-$927,762

$3,665,416

$10,793,590 $17,132,638

$24,760,524

$55,424,407

Total General Fund and
Police District

Salaries
Sections 2 a.-f., Section 4, Sections 7 a.-b., and Section 14 of the Agreement
Existing SOA Members
The 2011-2018 SOA Agreement includes no retroactive pay for 2011, 2012, and 2013. In 2014, base pay
for existing SOA members is increased by 1.5% on January 1st, June 1st, and December 1st. In addition to
these increases, the agreement includes the following salary enhancements in 2014:
 On January 1, 2014 there is a general increase in base pay ranging from $1,475 for Sergeants
to $2,223 for the Chief Inspector.
 On January 1, 2014 there is an education increase in base pay ranging from $1,770 for
Sergeants to $2,668 for the Chief Inspector.
 On April 1, 2014 the equivalent of 20 hours pay at the then prevailing rate will be added to
the annual base salary.
In 2015, base pay is increased by 1.5% on June 1st and by 1.75% on December 1st. In addition to these
increases, the agreement includes the following salary enhancements in 2015:
 On January 1, 2015 there is a productivity increase in base pay ranging from $1,475 for
Sergeants to $2,223 for the Chief Inspector.
 On April 1, 2015 the equivalent of 40 hours pay at the then prevailing rate will be added to
the annual base salary.
In 2016, 2017, and 2018, base pay is increased by 1.75% on January 1st and June 1st. The following chart
summarizes the amount and timing of the salary increases for existing SOA members.
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The following chart shows the specific dollar amount for salary enhancements other than the percentage
increases shown in Section 2a of the agreement. The Productivity increase is based on expanded duties
related to homeland security, anti-terrorism, and disaster response.
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Non-Percentage Increases for Existing SOA Members
General Education 20 Hour Productivity 40 Hour
Increase Increase Increase
Title

Increase

Increase

1/1/14

1/1/14

4/1/14

1/1/15

4/1/15

SERGEANT

$1,475

$1,770

$1,292

$1,475

$2,662

DETECTIVE SERGEANT

$1,548

$1,858

$1,356

$1,548

$2,794

LIEUTENANT

$1,642

$1,970

$1,438

$1,642

$2,963

DETECTIVE LIEUTENANT

$1,724

$2,068

$1,510

$1,724

$3,111

CAPTAIN

$1,765

$2,118

$1,546

$1,765

$3,186

DETECTIVE CAPTAIN

$1,854

$2,224

$1,649

$1,854

$3,398

DEPUTY INSPECTOR

$1,863

$2,236

$1,655

$1,863

$3,411

INSPECTOR

$1,971

$2,366

$1,750

$1,971

$3,606

DEPUTY CHIEF

$2,039

$2,447

$1,809

$2,039

$3,728

ASSISTANT CHIEF

$2,107

$2,528

$1,869

$2,107

$3,850

CHIEF OF DIVISION

$2,165

$2,598

$1,920

$2,165

$3,956

CHIEF INSPECTOR

$2,223

$2,668

$1,971

$2,223

$4,061

SOA salaries are projected to increase by approximately 27% by the end of 2018. The following chart
shows the annual base pay for existing SOA members by title from 2013 through 2018.

Average SOA Base Pay Over the Term of the Agreement for Existing SOA Members
Title

No.

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Emp

Salary

Salary

Salary

Salary

Salary

Salary

SERGEANT

246 $128,121 $135,758 $144,053 $152,163 $157,535 $163,096

DETECTIVE SERGEANT

55

$134,527 $142,546 $151,256 $159,772 $165,412 $171,251

LIEUTENANT

69

$142,624 $151,126 $160,360 $169,388 $175,368 $181,558

DETECTIVE LIEUTENANT

16

$149,755 $158,683 $168,378 $177,858 $184,136 $190,636

CAPTAIN

15

$153,915 $163,091 $173,056 $182,799 $189,252 $195,932

DEPUTY INSPECTOR

18

$162,427 $172,110 $182,626 $192,908 $199,717 $206,767

INSPECTOR

10

$171,864 $182,109 $193,236 $204,116 $211,321 $218,780

DEPUTY CHIEF

3

$177,759 $188,356 $199,864 $211,117 $218,569 $226,285

ASSISTANT CHIEF

1

$183,660 $194,609 $206,500 $218,126 $225,826 $233,797

CHIEF OF DIVISION

3

$188,748 $200,000 $212,220 $224,168 $232,081 $240,273

CHIEF INSPECTOR

1

$193,844 $205,400 $217,950 $230,220 $238,347 $246,761

Weighted Average

437 $136,343 $144,471 $153,298 $161,929 $167,645 $173,563

Members promoted to SOA after the approval of the 2011-2018 agreement
There is currently one salary for each title for existing SOA members. Police Officers who are
promoted to the SOA subsequent to this agreement will be paid on either an eight step salary schedule
or a ten step salary schedule with top step pay being equivalent to that of existing SOA members. Police
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Officers hired before the ratification of the PBA contract on 9/6/12, will be paid on the eight step salary
schedule upon being promoted to Sergeant. Police Officers hired after 9/6/12 will be paid on the ten
step schedule. Similar to the recently approved SDA contract, each step of the new SOA salary schedule
will be set at a percentage above top step PBA base salary. Immediately upon promotion to Sergeant,
the employee will earn the step one salary. The employee will advance in step on January 1st of each
year until reaching top step. The following chart shows the percentage above PBA top step salary for
each salary schedule.
Percentage Above Top Step PBA Salary
Promoted to SOA After 2011-2018
Agreement and Hired as a Police Officer
Step

Before 9/6/12

After 9/6/12

1

2.25%

1.80%

2

4.50%

3.60%

3

6.75%

5.40%

4

9.00%

7.20%

5

11.25%

9.00%

6

13.50%

10.80%

7

15.75%

12.60%

8

17.97%

14.40%

9

NA

16.20%

10

NA

17.97%

As a consequence of implementing a step system, it will take future SOA members longer to reach the
salary that existing members are paid immediately upon promotion. As seen in the following chart, the
County will save approximately $83,000 per Sergeant promoted on the eight step schedule and
$110,000 per Sergeant promoted on the ten step schedule before the employee reaches top step.
Annual Base Pay per Sergeant on each Salary Schedule
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

Existing Schedule $135,758 $144,053 $152,163 $157,535 $163,096 $164,254 $164,254 $164,254 $164,254 $164,254 $164,254
8 Steps
$117,668 $127,605 $137,691 $145,556 $153,805 $156,916 $160,027 $163,096 $164,254 $164,254 $164,254
10 Steps
$117,150 $126,506 $135,950 $143,153 $150,695 $153,183 $155,672 $158,160 $160,649 $163,096 $164,254
Savings per Sergeant Compared to Existing Schedule
8 Step Savings
10 Step Savings

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

$18,090
$18,608

$16,448
$17,547

$14,472
$16,213

$11,978
$14,382

$9,291
$12,401

$7,338
$11,071

2020

2021

2022

2023

Total

$4,228
$8,583

$1,159
$6,094

$0
$3,606

$0 $83,004
$1,159 $109,664

Salaries for SOA titles above the rank of Sergeant are calculated as shown in the following table. Base
pay for these individuals is the same as existing SOA members in those same titles.
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SOA Promotions
Promotion

Percentage Increase

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Sergeant to Detective Sergeant

5% above top step Sergeant

Sergeant to Lieutenant

11.32% above top step Sergeant $151,126 $160,360 $169,388 $175,368 $181,558
5% above Lieutenant
$158,683 $168,378 $177,858 $184,136 $190,636
7.54% above Lieutenant
$163,091 $173,056 $182,799 $189,252 $195,932
5% above Captain
$171,245 $181,709 $191,939 $198,714 $205,729

Lieutenant to Detective Lieutenant
Lieutenant to Captain
Captain to Detective Captain

$142,546 $151,256 $159,772 $165,412 $171,251

Captain to Deputy Inspector

5.53% above Captain

$172,110 $182,626 $192,908 $199,717 $206,767

Deputy Inspector to Inspector

5.81% above Deputy Inspector

$182,109 $193,236 $204,116 $211,321 $218,780

Inspector to Deputy Chief

3.43% above Inspector

$188,356 $199,864 $211,117 $218,569 $226,285

Deputy Chief to Assistant Chief

3.32% above Deputy Chief

$194,609 $206,500 $218,126 $225,826 $233,797

Assistant Chief to Chief of Division

2.77% above Assistant Chief

$200,000 $212,220 $224,168 $232,081 $240,273

Chief of Division to Chief Inspector 2.7% above Chief of Division

$205,400 $217,950 $230,220 $238,347 $246,761

In order to calculate the total salary impact of the proposed contract, we projected forward the salaries
of the 437 existing SOA members through 2018. Assuming a static workforce, as shown in the next
table, “Salary Cost for Existing” SOA members would increase under this contract by $3.6 million in
2014 and $52.1 million through 2018; an average of $10.4 million a year. However, the cost is
overstated if an allowance for attrition is not made.
Based on historical data from 2005 to 2011, there has been an average of 22 retirements per year,
which given the distribution of SOA members on the most recent payroll, equates to five retirements in
the General Fund and 17 retirements in the Police District. Between 2014 and 2018 we assume 22
annual retirements staggered throughout the year based on historical data with 25% of retirements
taking place in January, 40% in July, and the remaining 35% during the other months. We also assume
that there will be 22 Police Officers promoted to Sergeant each year. The cost of promotions varies
based on when they occur in the year. For the purpose of this calculation, we assume a promotion date
of July 1st each year, distributed between the General Fund and Police District as apportioned for
retirements.
Also shown in the following table, “Salary Savings for Retirements Net of New Hires” are estimated to
be $1.8 million in 2014 and $8.2 million through 2018. These savings assume replacing 22 Superior
Officers each year with 22 step one Sergeants paid on the new elongated salary schedule. After netting
out these savings, the total cost of increases to base pay associated with this agreement is $1.7 million in
2014 and $43.9 million through 2018; an average annual cost of $8.8 million.
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Permanent Salary (Obj 1100) Costs Associated with the 2011-2018 SOA Contract by Fund and Year
General Fund Salary Costs
Salary costs by Year
Salary Cost for Existing
Salary Savings for Retirements
Net of New Hires
Total Cost

2011-2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Total

$0

$781,429

$1,630,073

$2,459,827

$3,009,371

$3,578,314

$11,459,014

$0

$404,322

$402,306

$382,774

$337,989

$274,906

$1,802,297

$0

$377,107 $1,227,767

$2,077,053

$2,671,382

$3,303,408

$9,656,717

Police District Salary Costs
Salary costs by Year
Salary Cost for Existing
Salary Savings for Retirements
Net of New Hires
Total Cost

2011-2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Total

$0

$2,770,522

$5,779,351

$8,721,204

$10,669,588

$12,686,750

$40,627,415

$0

$1,433,506

$1,426,358

$1,357,108

$1,198,323

$974,668

$6,389,963

$0 $1,337,016 $4,352,993

$7,364,096

$9,471,264 $11,712,082 $34,237,452

Combined Salary Costs
Salary costs by Year
Salary Cost for Existing
Salary Savings for Retirements
Net of New Hires
Total Cost

2011-2013

2014

2015

2016

$0

$3,551,952

$7,409,424 $11,181,031

$0

$1,837,828

$1,828,664

$0 $1,714,124 $5,580,761

$1,739,882

2017

2018

Total

$13,678,959

$16,265,064

$52,086,430

$1,536,312

$1,249,575

$8,192,261

$9,441,149 $12,142,647 $15,015,489 $43,894,169

Other Salaries
SOA members are entitled to additional compensation besides their base salaries. Based on the 2013
W-2 data provided to us by the Department of Audit and Control, payments to SOA members other
than regular salary comprised 23% of total compensation on average. Additionally, terminal pay is
increased as the value of accruals increases in accordance with salary increases. Assuming this ratio
holds going forward, we would expect an additional expense for the General Fund and Police District
combined of $527,264 in 2014 and $13.5 million through 2018; an average annual cost of $2.7 million.
The following chart shows the calculation by fund and year from 2014 to 2018.
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Other Salary (Other than Obj 1100) Costs Associated with the 2011-2018 SOA Contract by Fund and Year
General Fund Salary Costs
Salary costs by Year

2011-2013

Salary Cost for Existing
Salary Savings for Retirements
Net of New Hires
Total Cost

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Total

$0

$240,368

$501,411

$756,643

$925,683

$1,100,689

$3,524,793

$0

$124,370

$123,749

$117,741

$103,965

$84,561

$554,387

$0

$115,998

$377,661

$638,901

$821,717

$1,016,128

$2,970,406

Police District Salary Costs
Salary costs by Year

2011-2013

Salary Cost for Existing
Salary Savings for Retirements
Net of New Hires
Total Cost

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Total

$0

$852,213

$1,777,728

$2,682,642

$3,281,965

$3,902,444

$12,496,993

$0

$440,946

$438,748

$417,446

$368,604

$299,808

$1,965,553

$0

$411,266 $1,338,981

$2,265,196

$2,913,361

$3,602,636 $10,531,440

Combined Salary Costs
Salary costs by Year

2011-2013

Salary Cost for Existing
Salary Savings for Retirements
Net of New Hires
Total Cost

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Total

$0

$1,092,580

$2,279,139

$3,439,285

$4,207,648

$5,003,134

$16,021,786

$0

$565,316

$562,497

$535,188

$472,570

$384,369

$2,519,939

$0

$527,264 $1,716,642

$2,904,097

$3,735,078

$4,618,764 $13,501,846

Terminal Pay
SOA members who were employed by the Suffolk County Police Department on or before 1/1/11 and
separate from service prior to 4/1/14 will be paid for an additional 20 hours of compensatory time. SOA
members who were employed by the Suffolk County Police Department on or before 1/1/12 and
separate from service prior to 4/1/15 will be paid for an additional 40 hours of compensatory time.
Based on historical data, the average number of SOA retirements from January 1st to April 1st is eight.
As shown in the following chart, the average cost for an additional 20 hours is $1,381 in 2014 and the
average cost for 40 hours is $2,845 in 2015. In 2013, the average SOA terminal pay was approximately
$249,000. Therefore, we do not anticipate that this relatively modest increase in terminal pay will
substantially affect normal retirement patterns. We estimate a total cost of $11,048 in 2014 and $22,760
in 2015.
Increase in Terminal Pay
20 hrs on Retirees from

20 hrs on Retirees from
1/14/14 1/1/14 to 4/1/14
Fund

(2)

(1)

2014 Cost
(3)= (1) x (2)

1/14/14 1/1/14 to 4/1/14
(4)

(5)

2015 Cost

Total Cost

(6) = (4) x (5) (7) = (3) + (6)

General Fund

$1,381

2

$2,762

$2,845

2

$5,690

$8,452

Police District

$1,381

6

$8,286

$2,845

6

$17,070

$25,356

8

$11,048

8

$22,760

$33,808

Combined
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Benefit Fund
Section 5 of the Agreement
This section of the agreement provides that the County will contribute to the SOA Benefit Fund an
amount which remains equal to the PBA contribution and includes increases that are identical to those
set forth in the PBA Memorandum of Agreement dated September 6, 2012. The current 2013 benefit
fund contribution made for each member of the SOA is $1,905. The agreement will enhance benefit
contribution rates for each member to $1,964 in 2014, $2,030 in 2015, $2,127 in 2016, and $2,161 in
both 2017 and 2018.
The agreement also includes language which dictates that the County shall not be required to make
benefit fund contributions when the fund reserves exceed 32 months; shall make one half the normal
fund contribution when the reserve is less than 32 months and greater than 24 months; and make the
full contribution when the reserve falls below 24 months until it again reaches 32 months reserves.
The following chart shows the increased cost of benefit fund contributions for SOA members by fund
and year. We assume (1) that the full contribution is made (reserves remain below 24 months) and (2)
the SOA membership remains static at 437 members for the life of this agreement. As seen in the table,
the County will incur an additional cost of $401,854, in the aggregate, over the life of the agreement, as
compared to its benefit fund contribution liability at the current rate of $1,905 annually.

Deferrals
Sections 7.d.-h. of the Agreement
Multiple items are included for deferred holiday pay that will provide short term savings. In particular:
 Section 7.d. defers five days of holiday pay for 2014 and 2015 to be paid upon separation at the
members then prevailing rate.
 Section 7.e., f., g., h. allows the County to defer a portion of holiday pay in the event of that a
deficit is demonstrated and a deferral is needed to balance the budget. Holiday pay would be
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paid at the prevailing rate either upon separation or, at the discretion of the County in 2020.
For the purposes of our analysis we assume that these deferrals will take place.
The impact of these provisions is as follows:
Amount of Deferrals in the 2011-2018 SOA Agreement
Deferral

Fund

2014
$288,288

2015

2016

2017

2018

7.d. Five Holidays

General Fund

$306,768

$0

$0

$0

Deferred

Police District $1,022,112 $1,087,632

$0

$0

$0

7.e.f.g.h. Holiday Pay General Fund
$461,261 $490,829 $836,035 $565,488
Police District $1,635,379 $1,740,211 $2,964,125 $2,004,912
Hours Deferred
Total Deferrals for General Fund
$3,407,040 $3,625,440 $3,800,160 $2,570,400
and Police District Combined

$0
$0
$0

Longevity
Section 10 of the Agreement


Section 10.a. Longevity shall be increased $25 per year in years 2013, 2014 and 2015. Increases
shall not become effective until January 1, 2016. Longevity shall be increased $50 on December
31, 2018 and $25 will be deferred until January 1, 2020.



Section 10.b. Effective January 1, 2014 unit members shall receive an additional $2,000 after
completing 20 years as an SOA unit member.

Cost of Longevity Increases
Fund

2014

2015

2016
$232,760
$825,240

2017
$232,760
$825,240

2018

General Fund
Police District

$46,640
$165,360

$46,640
$165,360

$232,760
$825,240

Combined

$212,000

$212,000 $1,058,000 $1,058,000 $1,058,000

Retirement
The County’s contribution to the NYS Police and Fire Retirement System (PFRS) is based on a
percentage of salaries for the preceding year. Consequently, the first year impacted by the SOA contract
is 2015 since 2014 is the first year of increases. The current contribution rate for PFRS is 28.65%. New
York State anticipates lowering the contribution rate in the upcoming years; however, the maximum
yearly decrease in Suffolk’s rate is limited to 0.5% as a result of the County’s participation in the
“enhanced” amortization program. Assuming the contribution rate decreases by the maximum amount
each year, retirement costs are expected to rise as shown in the following table:
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Retirement (Change in County Contribution)
Fund

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Totals

General Fund

$0

-$60,109

$240,534

$584,156

$858,041

$1,622,622

Police District

$0

-$213,113

$852,802

$2,071,098

$3,098,170

$5,808,956

Total

$0

-$273,221

$1,093,336

$2,655,253

$3,956,210

$7,431,578

Concluding Remarks
With this agreement in place, all three police bargaining units will have negotiated agreements through
2018. The following table summarizes the overall impact of the three contracts combined. Crafting a
budget for 2015 and beyond will be a challenge, as the County will need to fund additional expenditures
estimated to be $35.7 million in 2015, $83.1 million in 2016 and $108.1 million in 2017, and $131.5
million in 2018. To put things into perspective, an additional quarter-cent sales tax in 2014 dollars is just
under $75 million.
Estimated General Fund Costs for the Three Sworn Police Union Contracts
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Total

PBA

$0

$125,793

-$58,815

$391,805

$869,090

$1,878,039

$2,249,579

$2,605,706

$8,061,198

SDA

$0

$0

-$108,056

-$246,336

$1,407,685

$4,519,652

$7,496,664

$9,330,842

$22,400,451

SOA

$0

$0

$0

-$204,108

$806,392

$2,374,590

$3,769,180

$5,434,990

$12,181,044

Total

$0

$125,793

-$166,871

-$58,639 $3,083,167 $8,772,281

$13,515,423

$17,371,538

$42,642,692

Estimated Police District Costs for the Three Sworn Police Union Contracts
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

PBA

$0 $4,067,323 -$1,901,679 $12,668,356 $28,100,591 $60,723,270

SDA

$0

$0

-$122,833

-$275,201

$1,607,276

$5,142,297

SOA

$0

$0

$0

-$723,655

$2,859,025

$8,419,000

Total

$0 $4,067,323 -$2,024,513 $11,669,500 $32,566,892 $74,284,567

2017
$72,736,373

2018

Total

$84,251,166 $260,645,399

$8,526,237

$10,552,727

$25,430,503

$13,363,458

$19,325,534

$43,243,363

$94,626,069 $114,129,427 $329,319,265

Estimated Combined General Fund and Police District Costs for the Three Sworn Police Union Contracts
2011
PBA

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Total

$0 $4,193,116 -$1,960,494 $13,060,161 $28,969,681 $62,601,309

$74,985,952

$86,856,872 $268,706,597

SDA

$0

$0

-$230,890

-$521,537

$3,014,961

$9,661,949

$16,022,902

$19,883,569

$47,830,954

SOA

$0

$0

$0

-$927,762

$3,665,416 $10,793,590

$17,132,638

$24,760,524

$55,424,407

Total

$0 $4,193,116 -$2,191,384 $11,610,861 $35,650,059 $83,056,848 $108,141,492 $131,500,966 $371,961,958

* * *
Attachments: 3
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Intro. Res. No. 1162-2014
Introduced by Presiding Officer, on request of the County Executive

Laid on Table 2/11/2014

RESOLUTION NO.
-2014, AUTHORIZING THE COUNTY
EXECUTIVE TO EXECUTE AN AGREEMENT WITH THE
SUFFOLK COUNTY SUPERIOR OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
COVERING THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF
EMPLOYMENT FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY 1, 2011
THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2018
WHEREAS, the County Executive, the Director of Labor Relations, and the
President of the Suffolk County Superior Officers Association have reached an agreement
covering the terms and conditions of employment for the period January 1, 2011 through
December 31, 2018, subject to the approval, to the extent necessary, by the Suffolk County
Legislature; and
WHEREAS, such agreement has been set down in a stipulation of agreement, a
copy of which has been filed with the Clerk of the Suffolk County Legislature; and
WHEREAS, such agreement has been ratified by the Suffolk County Superior
Officers Association; now, therefore be it
1st
RESOLVED, that the County Executive, or his designee, be and is hereby
authorized to execute an agreement with the Suffolk County Superior Officers Association in
accordance with the stipulation of agreement dated February 7, 2014, a copy of which is on file
with the Clerk of the Suffolk County Legislature, covering the terms and conditions of
employment for the period January 1, 2011 through December 31, 2018; and be it further
2nd
RESOLVED, that this Legislature, being the State Environmental Quality Review
Act (SEQRA) lead agency, hereby finds and determines that this resolution constitutes a Type II
action pursuant to Section 617.5(c)(20) and (27) of Title 6 of the NEW YORK CODE OF RULES
AND REGULATIONS (6 NYCRR) AND WITHIN THE MEANING OF Section 8-0109(2) of the
NEW YORK ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION LAW as a promulgation of regulations,
rules, policies, procedures, and legislative decisions in connection with continuing agency
administration, management, and information collection, and the Suffolk County Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) is hereby directed to circulate any appropriate SEQRA notices of
determination of non-applicability or non-significance in accordance with this resolution.
DATED:
APPROVED BY:

____________________________
County Executive of Suffolk County
Date:

